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ABSTRACT

Subtasks/Languages

We present a two-stage statistical machine translation (SMT)
framework as proposed in [10]. In the rst stage, it resolves structural di erences using a phrase-based SMT with
syntax-aided preprocessing (SMT1). In the second stage, it
resolves lexical di erences using a phrase-based SMT (SMT2).
For morpho-syntactically divergent language pairs such as
English-Japanese, this framework strengthens the structural
transfer of phrase-based SMT whose capability for lexical
transfer has already been well established.
Translation from a morphologically-poor language (isolating language) to a morphologically-rich one (agglutinative
language) is more dicult than the converse. Our proposed
approach lls morpho-syntactic gaps with the transferred
syntactic roles. It facilitates the generation of adequate case
markers that appear only in the target languages.
In addition, we take into consideration word order differences between English and Japanese. Our proposed approach moves modality-bearing words to the end of a sentence as Japanese is a verb- nal language.
Finally, as they are complementary, we combine the two
above-mentioned approaches in a cascaded model to perform
a more generalized structural transfer. The input sentences
are syntactically reordered, and the thematic divergences of
the j and j relations of the reordered sentences
are then resolved, and vice versa (transfer and reorder).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Resolving lexical and structural ambiguities both within
a language (monolingual ambiguity) and between two languages (bilingual ambiguity) are ma#or problems in all machine translation (MT) systems. In most MT systems, monolingual ambiguity is usually resolved in the analysis phase of
the source language. Bilingual ambiguity refers to the translational (transfer) ambiguity caused by lexical and structural
di erences between languages. Therefore, an e ective lexical and structural transfer directly impacts the performance
of an MT system.
Many di erent techniques have been developed with the
goal of enabling statistical machine translation (SMT) systems to resolve transfer ambiguities. The capability of modern SMT systems for lexical transfer has been unequivocally
established in phrase-based SMT ("BSMT) system, but the
structural transfer of these systems is still poor. Augmenting
SMT systems with the capability for resolving structural differences has become the main focus area in current research
e.g. syntax-aided "BSMT and syntax-based SMT.
Syntax-aided "BSMT refers to independent sub-components
such as pre- or post-processing approaches. These approaches
augment a phrase-based system for the structural transfer.
Syntax-aided phrase-based SMT is ecient in encoding the
linguistically motivated features because independent subcomponents do not introduce additional complexity to the
decoder. Syntax-based SMT increases decoding complexity
to a greater extent than syntax-aided methods because it
directly embeds the syntax in the translation model. Thus,
syntax-aided "BSMT is a loosely-coupled method, while
syntax-based SMT is a tightly-coupled one. In this study,
we focus on the syntax-aided preprocessing methods, proposed in [10]. Syntax-aided preprocessing methods provide
the corpora for intermediate languages used in two-stage
SMT systems.
English-Japanese is a morpho-syntactically divergent language pair. In this instance, the direction of translation is
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from a morphologically-poor language to a morphologically-



rich one. In addition, syntactic roles are implicitly expressed
by word order in English, while in Japanese they are explicitly expressed by case markers.

These syntactic roles

are frequently transferred into other syntactic roles during

(ga)

Ob ect; Path

R(wo)
(no)

Dative ob ect; Location

we focus on the thematic divergences of syntactic roles such

+(ni), +/(niwa)

Topic

j and j between source and target languages.

Our proposed approach

Case markers

Subect; Ob ect
Genitive; Sub ect

translating. Among various kinds of structural di erences,
as

 :        

Japanese grammatical functions

/(wa)

lls the morpho-syntactic gaps with

the transferred syntactic roles in order to resolve thematic
divergences.
We present a two-stage framework that

From the viewpoint of word order typology, English is
a sub ect-verb-ob ect (SVO) language with rigid word order

rst resolves struc-

tural di erences using a phrase-based SMT with syntax-

exible word

aided preprocessing (SMT1), and then resolves lexical dif-

order. This di erence in verb positioning causes diculty in

ferences using a phrase-based SMT (SMT2), as proposed in

generating correct verbal phrases for target languages. For

[10]. SMT1 and SMT2 train E-E' and E'-J corpora, respec-

syntactic reordering, we move modality-bearing words to the

tively, where E' is a corpus in the intermediate language.

while Japanese belongs to a SOV language with

end of sentences as Japanese is a verb- nal language.

2.

3.1 Transferring syntactic roles

RELATED WORKS

In the case of English-Japanese, SVO patterns retain structural transfer ambiguities such as thematic divergences dur-

2.1 Morpho-syntactic reconstruction

ing translating.

The purpose of mopho-syntactic reconstruction is twofold.

One is to decrease the morpho-syntactic di erences

between the source and target languages, and the other is
to access syntactic information at the word level.
For morpho-syntactically divergent language pairs, the
granularity of lexical units and the representation methods
of syntax are completely di erent. Some researchers insert
pseudo words such as functional words unique in the target language [15], or syntactic relations [7, 8] into source
sentences to

ll the morpho-syntactic gaps between two lan-

guages.
Other techniques include the use of supertags [6] or microtags [1] to enrich the word with syntactic information.

In

this approach, each word is supertagged using Lexicalized
Tree-Adoining Grammar (LTAG) or Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) supertag sets or enriched with microtags i.e. per-word proections of chunk labels.

Syntactic reordering restructures the

source sentences into a more target-like word order using
syntactic information as a guide. That is, as pre-processing
rst syntactically analyzed, and then

reordered according to reordering rules. The reordering rules
can be hand-crafted [2, 8, 12, 13, 14] or automatically generated [3, 4, 9, 11, 16].
Syntactic reordering e ectively compensates the low longdistance reordering power of phrase-based SMT without introducing additional complexity to the decoding process.
We can also turn on the distortion models to capture local reordering not captured in the preprocessing stage.
Most syntactic reordering methods deterministically reorder input sentences. As a result, once there is faulty reordering, the mistakes cannot be recovered. To resolve this
problem, word lattice reordering (in which the preference
is encoded as the path probability in the lattice) has been
proposed as input instead of syntactic reordering [3, 9, 16].
However, we do not take that approach in this paper.

3.

METHOD

mote the generation of correct case markers in the target
languages.

This transfer phase is realized in SMT1.

The

process is similar to the structural transfer phase of a traditional transfer-based machine translation but without the
lexical transfer. We leave the lexical transfer to the SMT decoder as it is one of the greatest strengths of a phrase-based
SMT system.
To transfer syntactic roles of SVO patterns, we identify
grammatical relations in the source languages. More specifically, we adopt grammatical relations that are produced by
the Stanford English typed dependency parsers.

The pre-

vious work provides 7 grammatical roles that are related to

j and j in English. .
Training data for SMT1 is automatically constructed using a word-aligned and dependency-parsed English-Japanese
dard data of intermediate sentences (E'). More speci cally,

One of the maor weaknesses of phrase-based SMT is long-

of SMT, the input are

As a result

of our proposed method, the transferred syntactic roles pro-

bilingual corpora. In other words, we generate the gold stan-

2.2 Syntactic reordering
distance reordering.

We propose a preprocessing method that

transfers the syntactic roles of SVO patterns.

for each word with a

j or j relation in the source

sentences, a case marker of the target language is assigned
via the word-alignment information.
This process should take into consideration the following
(1) Which case marker in the target language can be observed through the structural transfer? (2) How many case
markers should we consider?

If there are too many case

markers to predict, it will decrease the prediction accuracy
and the overall translation performance. Therefore, we focus
on only certain kinds of relations.
For each word with a

j or j relation in the

source sentence, if the aligned word is a content morpheme,
we

nd the Japanese    that contains it, and the cor-

responding postpositions. If the corresponding postpositions
does not belong to one of the case markers listed in Table 1,
then we set this case to 'null'.

3.2 Syntactic reordering


 j (nominal sub ects),  j !

ect),

(passive nominal sub-

j (clausal subect),  j !! (passive clausal sub-

ect), "j (direct ob ect), #j (indirect obect), and 
(copular)
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Algorithm 1 En s synacc eden ues f pedcaes
I t: L C , R C  f a Pedcae P
O t t: L  v , L  , L FR  , L M  ,
R M  , R  
or nde N n L C  o
i dep.ean f N 2 aux, auxpass, ne , cp th
L M  L M  [ N
l
L   L   [ N
 i
 or
or nde N n R C  o
i dep.ean f N 2 p th
R M  R M  [ N
l i dep.ean f N 2 adc th
L  v L  v [ N
l i dep.ean f N 2 cnj, cc, punc th
R   R   [ N
l
L FR   L FR   [ N
 i
 or
Snce Japanese s a ead-!na an ua e, a  e ee"ens sud ake pe-eba psns n Japanese senences. #n $%4], ey used eb pecedence   anze a
eb up and "e   e end f e senence. &u 
ey dd n use e e" '"day-bean wd', e ee"ens a ey uped ae csey eaed  a suc as
pasa eb pace, auxay eb, passe auxay eb,
and ne an.
We pace "day-bean wds ( cse  e eba
eads. Eey pedcae n an En s D-ee cnsss f ef
cden )* +/0356789 and   cden ); +/0356789.
<" e ef cden, e "day-bean wds )* =>5?39
ae ecaed nea e pedcae, we e e ee"ens
)* @B/769 e"an n e ef sde f e pedcae. < e
  cden, e pcess s s y dGeen. Hdaybean wds); =>5?39 ae ecaed nea e pedcae
)jus ke e * =>5?39. Kwee, "s   cden w
be "ed  e ef sde f e pedcae )* Q6>T;0U/B9
snce Japanese s a ead-!na an ua e. &   cd ben n  ; @B/76 s ee a cdnan cnjuncn 
a puncuan. < e adeba cause "d!e, we "e
  e ef"s psn )* V5XY39 f e en pedcae cnsden  s usuay ansaed a e be nnn f
Japanese senences. &fe en, we ban e edeed senence by aesn n e fwn deZ * V5XY3\* @B/76\
* Q6>T;0U/B\* =>5?3\; =>5?3\^\ ?85; @B/76 f eac
pedcae ^. & " % es "e e deas n e pcedue.
3.3 Structural transfer as preprocessing

Synacc eden and esn f e"ac de ences
ae c"pe"enay peans. _eefe, we c"bne e
(_e fwn s ae a se f dependency eans de!ned n
e Sanfd En s yped dependency paseZ aux )auxay9, auxpass )passe auxay9, ne )ne an "d!e9,
cp )cpua9, p )pasa eb pace9, adc )adeba
cause "d!e9, cnj )cnjuncn9, cc )cdnan9, and
punc )puncuan9

`q{l |: }~tm ritio o o r r  `rqr
orr q orr`rqr qr th qq
mtho
E-E
E-J
un #D E enean
E-%
_ansfe
PSH_ Ke
E-
_ansfe
PSH_ PSH_
E- _ansfe-ede PSH_ PSH_
E-4 ede-_ansfe PSH_ PSH_
E-
Ke E-J
`q{l : Oiql ql qtio r lt or th rimqr~
r
un #D &deuacy Pawse _e
E-% . .44 .
_P
.4 .%
.
w appaces  pef" a "e eneazed sucua
ansfe. We s"py cascade e w appaces by !s synaccay eden e npu, en esn e e"ac
de ence f  and  eans f e edeed
senences, and ce esa )ansfe and ede9.
4. RESULT

We sub"ed !e f"a uns as fws. < f eac
uns, excep e basene )E-9, we bu a pa f SH_
syse"s f E-E and E-J. We aned eac pa f syse"s
usn E-E and E-J paae cpa, wee E was eneaed
by u ppsed "eds. & e decdn sa e, we awed
un"ed dsn )dsn-"  -%9 f e PSH_
syse"s. E- s a eacca PSH_ )Ke9 syse".
We used"ses'and"ses-ca'decdes as PSH_ and
Ke syse"s, especey. _abe  es e syse"s.
_abe  and 4 sw u ca and au"ac eauan
esus f us as we as e p sce, especey. Pease
cnsu $] f e eauan "ecs.
5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

_abe  sws aus exa"pe senences f" u uns
a eued esun f e"ac de ences and ba
eden .
 #n e !s exa"pe, e bjec saes' and s pedcae sw' wee "ed  e end f e Japanese
senence. u ppsed "ed cecy nseed e
bjec case "ake  ' n e !s sa e fwn
wc Ke edeed e bjec and pedcae w a
pseud wd. #n cnas, wen Ke ane was apped f" sa  !ns,  eneaed e wn case
"ake', and faed  ede e bjec and pedcae.
 #n e secnd exa"pe, e subjec_e "a e f"n
appaaus'as e adeba case "ake ¡)as9'
n Japanese. &u  u ppsed "ed wn y
nseed e case "ake ¢' a epesens ee
subjec  ene, e esus appeaed  be bee
an a baned usn Ke ane.
 _e pedcae c"pses' was ansaed n £¤
¥¦' n u ppsed "ed. Kwee, wen ny
Ke was apped,  was ansaed as §¨¦'.
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ID

E'
KLE-01
*,
KLE-0
ID

E'
KLE-01
*,
KLE-0
ID

E'
KLE-01
*,
KLE-0
ID

E'
KLE-01
*,
KLE-0
ID

E'
KLE-01
*,
KLE-0

Table 5: Selected examples that required resolution of thematic divergences
20040623 2004184 12=200 0621 111 7283-13
FIG . 6  7 w    w   w  1         .
FIG . 6  7 w   R  w   w  1         .
¿¿/#!õ;+®& "$ÑR%()
¿9¿/#!<®>$ÑR%?& ")
¿¿+%($Ñ@/#!<õ;+®& ")
20041124 200433A 67=200 0624 11166AA -604
B  C , C   w  H J M Hy     C  y C   .
B  C , C    w  H J M Hy     C  y C   .
N²íO Ú; ÖRP%(")
QU²Ñ@/N²íOV?& Ú; èWÖRP+XY&Z[(")
\N²íO/ Ú; Ö+] &Z[(")
20040617 200417A6AA=200 061 111 441 -8 3
B   C 2       C ^        __    H 23       .
B   C 2 /      C ^        __    H 23       .
`jkz/{|}~ ñ$Ñ@Æk+")
`jkz/{|}~ ñ$Ñ@Æk+¬O")
`jkz/{|`j@ Æk+ñ>$Ñ+")
20041122 200433730A=200 1006 11244083-242
F  ^  w  FIG . 3 ^   , 2  w       ,     C  21 .
F  ^  w  FIG . 3 ^   , 2  w       R ,     C  21 .
¿+%(+~¡zkR¢£¤}k¥+çO(")²í>¬¦§¨R
¿+%(©¯@¬¦§¨<²í>~ ¡zkR ¢£¤}k¥+çO(")
¿+%(+¢£¤}k¥+çO>~¡zk+/¬¦§¨<²í& ")
20040618 200418173 =200 0617 111 462 -67
B     ,  Eªª  C   EDB   ,-,   *B .
B +    ,  Eªª  C   EDB   ,-,   *B .
\+  «°{$Ñ«±³´|~#µ¶$Ñ·³+¸¹(")
\+  «°{$Ñ«±³´|~#µ¶$Ñ·³+¸¹(")
\+  «°{$Ñ«±³´|~#µ¶$Ñ·³+¸¹(")

Table º: »utomatic evaluation results for the sub¼
mitted formal runs
½¾À ÁÂ ÃÄÅÇ ÈÁÉÊ ½ÁÃÅÉ
ËÄÅÌÍÎ ÍÏÐÒÍÐ ÓÏÔÒÕ× ÍÏÕØÍÒ×Õ
ËÄÅÌÍÔ ÍÏÔØÓÔ ×ÏÓÒÒÎ ÍÏÕÒÙÐ×Õ
ËÄÅÌÍÐ ÍÏÔÓÙÎ ×ÏÕÎÔÙ ÍÏÕÒÍØÐ×
ËÄÅÌÍÒ ÍÏÔÓÐØ ×ÏÕ×ÕÎ ÍÏÕÒÎÕÕÐ
ËÄÅÌÍÙ ÍÏÐÙÎÍ ÓÏÔÓÒÕ ÍÏ×ÒÔØÍÓ
ÊÛÜ ÍÏÐØÒÓ ÓÏ×ÎÐÒ ÍÏ×ÓÎÔØ
Ý ÊÞß àáâ¾ãß äâÀ åÀæßéàêÀÀßàæ ëâææßéÀ åã ìêéîßïð îêïåÌ
òßéã æÞß ã¾óôßàæ äâ áßâï ìéâîß ÙÔðö âÀï æÞß ã¾óôßàæ óßÌ
àêîßã æÞß êóôßàæ åÀ ÷âëâÀßãßÏ Û¾é ëéêëêãßï îßæÞêï
åÀãßéæßï æÞß êóôßàæ àâãß îâéøßé ä ùð úæÞß òéãæ ãæâûßüö
ó¾æ ýåßéê ã¾óãßþ¾ßÀæáÿ ìâåáßï æê éßêéïßé æÞß àáâ¾ãß àêéÌ
éßàæáÿ úæÞß ãßàêÀï ãæâûßüÏ ÛÀ æÞß êæÞßé âÀïö ãæâÀÌ
ïâáêÀß ýåßéê óêæÞ ìâåáßï æê åÀãßéæ æÞß àêééßàæ àâãß îâéøßé
âÀï éßêéïßé æÞß àáâ¾ãßÏ
Ý ÊÞß ã¾óôßàæäÊÞåãðÞâã æÞß âïvßéóåâá àâãß îâéøßéä+H
JúóÿüðåÀ ÷âëâÀßãßÏ ÅvßÀ æÞê¾ûÞ ê¾é ëéêëêãßï îßæÞêï
åÀãßéæßï æÞß wéêÀû àâãß îâéøßé ä +ðö ýåßéê ã¾óãßÌ
þ¾ßÀæáÿ æéâÀãáâæßï æÞß àâãß îâéøßé ä+HJúóÿüð àêéÌ
éßàæáÿÏ ÊÞ¾ãö åæ âëëßâéã æÞâæ æÞßéß ßxåãæ æÞß ëÞéâãß
ëâåé h äÊÞåã +àâ¾ãßðö äL+HJð iÏ ÁÀ æÞåã àâãßö
æÞßîâæåà ïåvßéûßÀàß wâã éßãêávßï â¾æêîâæåàâááÿ wåæÞåÀ
æÞß æéâÀãáâæåêÀ é¾áßÏ
AáæÞê¾ûÞ wß ûêæ ÞåûÞ ãàêéßã åÀ â¾æêîâæåà ßvâá¾âæåêÀö æÞß
êàåâá éßã¾áæ ãÞêwã æÞâæ ê¾é ëéåîâéÿ é¾À wâã éâÀøßï æÞß
ÎÍæÞ åÀ æßéîã êì âïßþ¾âàÿö âÀï ×æÞ åÀ æßéîã êì âààßëæâóåáÌ

åæÿÏ Wß âàæ¾âááÿ àêÀï¾àæßï æÞß ßxëßéåîßÀæ åÀ â îâÀÀßé æÞâæ
wâã ïå ßéßÀæ ìéêî Þêw wß Þâï åÀæßÀïßï æê àêÀï¾àæ åæ ìêé æÞß
àâãàâïßã ãÿãæßîãÏ ÉåÀàß éßêéïßéåÀû êì ÜÃÉMÊ åã êÀß êì æÞß
îâôêé wßâøÀßããßãö åæ wê¾áï Þâvß óßßÀ åîëéâàæåàâá æê áßæ ÜÃÌ
ÉMÊ ïßâá wåæÞ ûáêóâá éßêéïßéåÀû ï¾éåÀû ïßàêïåÀûÏ ÊÞß ïåìÌ
ìßéßÀàßã êì â¾æêîâæåà ßvâá¾âæåêÀ ãàêéßã óßæwßßÀ ËÄÅÌÍÎ âÀï
ËÄÅÌÍÔ âáãê éßvßâá æÞâæ ÜÃÉMÊ åã áßãã ß ßàæåvß âæ ûáêóâá
éßêéïßéåÀû æÞâÀ ýåßéê wÞåàÞ ìâàåáåæâæßã ìêéîâááÿ ãÿÀæâæåà éßÌ
êéïßéåÀûÏ A îêéß éßâãêÀâóáß éßêéïßéåÀû îßæÞêïã wê¾áï óß
æê ãÿÀæâàæåàâááÿ éßêéïßéåÀû âæ ïßàêïåÀû ãæâûß âã wßáá âã æéâåÀÌ
åÀûÏ ÊÞâæ åãö æÞß àêééßàæ êéûâÀåzâæåêÀ êì æwê àâãàâïßï ãÿãÌ
æßîã åã âã ìêááêwã:
Ý ÊéâÀãìßéÌ½ßêéïßé: Å Ì> éßêéïßéúÅ'ü Ì> ÷
Ý ½ßêéïßéÌÊéâÀãìßé: éßêéïßéúÅü Ì> Å' Ì> ÷
Wß wåáá ßxâîåÀß æÞßãß îßæÞêïã åÀ ì¾æ¾éß wêéøÏ
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